
 Re-imagination of  Park Northeast through needs of the neighborhood: improving upon community gathering, child 
team building,multi use spaces, and sensory

NEW TOUCH PARK 



 Bottineau Park
I lived across the park since 2004, park was home to a lot of circular clubs and sport. 
Me,my family and old friends would participate in soccer,basketball and football, etc. 
But as year’s went by I noticed less and less   things were happening in the park, and we 
had to   either use parking lots or REC centers or     other buildings to do these things. It 
had gone through two renovations, with minimal effect on the parks effectiveness to ac-
commodate for its large community, and now after all these years I now see a bit clear-
ly what these problems were.   

Park typologies: Neighborhood Park



 Bottineau Park High’s and Low’s

Lots of sporting events/teams offered

Community members run
Gardens near park

Arts and Crafts events

Site does not accommodate for the 
high level of community of activity, 
things haphazard  added are removed 
or adabonded shortly after, such as the 
volleyball court and skatepark  

Lots of wasted Spaces are than created 
by these addtional programns  



THE WHY’S?
Why Bottineau Park?
Active community member in the park since early childhood

Seeing it go through many changes & revisions yet still having the same issues. 

Knowing the site has potential to be a great space for community gathering and change

Lack of a proper place of play with a site surrounded by 

Community and Clubs drying up due to lack of space and 

What makes it worth the effort?
Changing the park to be a more engaging place for the neighborhood will make a better more 
well-connected community for youth

Very Diverse/Rich Community with lots of cultural events that the park could help be the center, 
Heavy East African/First generation population



Bigger questions I had to ask myself
Could a landscape teach you team building?

Are their positive effects to outside learning? Could landscaping design assist 

Can Landscape design strengthen community participation and team work? 

What are important features in a successful natural playground/park? Do real application of 

What would they community want to see?



CASE STUDIES

ANCIENT PLAYGROUND, NYC
HYPER-LANE PARK, CHENGDU, CHINA

YAGAN SQUARE, CITY OF PERTH



HYPER-LANE PARK, CHENGDU, CHINA

HYPER-LANE PARK
PROJECT ELEMENTS 
• Project elements
• Urban gallery
• Urban pro-made
• 24 hour social terrace
• Location: China
• Architecture Design firm: Aedas
• Landscape architect Stephen Buckle
Hyperplane park, fully completed in 2020 used to be a series of abandoned walled spaces formerly 
used for spontaneous halting and provided very little to no social or ecological value to the space or 
surrounding region. The understudy convenience was effectively and socially segregated from the art 
college grounds due to bordering dividers, with only a few restricted damaged back entryways allow-
ing access. The spectacular and dynamic metropolitan workmanship on the dividers and spray paint-
ing showcasing the creative energy that resided underneath the local region gave inspiration in these 
back lanes, which were packed with activity, people, and food sellers. Reflects the musical and cre-
ative mood, provides the appearance of having a lot more space than the surroundings and location, 
and is well-connected to public transportation. The layered circular form playfully morphs, trans-
forms, and adapts to the varying functions and experiences of the place, from the urban promenade 
along the street edge to the water carpet that serves as a threshold arrival scene to the space, to the 
performance gallery and community terrace, to the small social seating place very carefully 



YAGAN SQUARE
PROJECT ELEMENTS 
• Sculptures
• Active Water
• Native garden
• Location:wellignton austrilia
• Architect design firm:Lyons
• Landscape architect firm:  Aspect studios
This cultural and civic destination aimed to represent all elements of the residing area.
Yagan Square is located in the heart of one of Perth’s busiest walking areas, inside a ma-
jor transit center with access to the city’s main train station and bus terminal. The re-
gion is a characteristic of Western Australia in the heart of the city, a location that rec-
ognizes and commends local and Whadjuk history, product, climate, and culture. It was 
named in May 2014 to pay respect to the recognizable Aboriginal fighter, Yagan.

Why this design work?
The Native Whadjuk residents of Australia and the South West Aboriginal Land and Sea 
Council worked in collaboration during the draft design stages to participate and com-
mitted through the very end. The influence of the whadjuk people resonates from the 
land, and the landscapes tells that story- the traditional owners of the land - examining 
topics of place, persons, creatures, birds, and scene; all of which build and create a firm 
sense of place. Exemplifying all of the neighborhood’s characteristics, as well as West-
ern Australia’s in general. Inside the real Square, the concept exemplifies the concept of 
combining geographies, tracks, accounts, local and non-native people, and culture.



ANCIENT PLAYGROUND
PROJECT ELEMENTS 
• Natural Playground
• Art
• Location : New York City East Side at 85th
• Size: 24,065 sq-ft
• Landscape architect: Richard Dattner

Being one of NYC 21 natural adventure playgrounds that were built between the 
1960’s and 1970’s the inspiration being the product of war torn Europe in the late stag-
es of world war II, mere children creating their own play spaces with rubble and 
trash and wood after cities were destroyed during bombings, This concept was later 
reflected into British play lots , which encouraged kids to adapts and mold their sur-
roundings, which lead to participatory play with the environment itself.

On to my next case study; contrary to popular belief , Central Park Conservancy has 
cautiously modified the experience style jungle gyms to save their unique aim and ex-
ceptional structures, while updating their framework and adding new elements. Old 
Playground was reconstructed in 2009.  The jungle gyms, not like their cliched plastic 
play-sets, incorporate natural wooden  tree posts, crude dirt, and even water features 
All given the immersion of naturalistic features of landscapes themselves. Children are 
provided gadgets and resources to add to and reshape the area in experience jungle 
gyms, which encourage prosocial behaviors like teamwork and organizing



Main Takeaways with Case 

What all these Parks has in common was their sur-
vey and they way the built themselves to reflect their 

Shape designs fit what reflected the community 

Most activity community do are IN the 
park



LITERATURE STUDIES
• Playful Learning  “Journal of educational built environment”  Dr. louis Rice

• Playful Learning in early years-though the eyes of children, Author: Dr. McInnes, Karen Norland College, Bath, UK

• Landscape Design for Children and Their Environments in Urban Context, Author: Dr. Habibe Acar Namık Kemal University, Turkey

Kept these in Mind when I want further into designing Natural Play ground and play-sets for children

Way-finding and Sensory increase imagination

Playing on the Ground increased creativity and Learn-
ing

Outside Play/learning increases Team work especial-
ly when given a objective



Questions I could ask the Community? 
1. How old is your child?

2. Does the park feel safe?

3. How do you  and your child approach the 
park?
4. Does your child most do at the park, activities ? 

5. What do you think the park lacks the most?

6. What could help accommodate your child more to the 
park?

7. What curriculum would you want to be taught through out 
the park and landscape?



Little to no seating

Old run down playground Old pool
Unused space

Unused space

Large underutilized space

FEEDBACK

Never used
empty space

No cross walk



Further feedback from the interview.

1.How old is your child?

CA)The average was 5-7 in much larger families

2.Does the Park feel safe to go too?

CA)The overall answer was yes but, ups in security/Staff would help due to fights

3.How do you and your child approach the park?

CA)Most said jaywalking due to lack of crosswalks and lack of general direction of approach to reach the park 

4.What activities does you child do most at the park?

CA)Simple answers like basketball, running and tag where the biggest answers

5.What do you think the park lacks the most?

CA)The few biggest answers were , lack of adult space, infant space, maintenance, club activity 

6.What could accommodate your child to the park more?

CA)More sports, staff involvement ,equipment handouts, where popular answers

7.What curriculum would you like to be taught at the park if possible?

CA)Team buildings, tutoring in the REC center, critical thinking clubs, more park activities

Sample of size of 60 community members(mostly parents and children) 

AUDIO TRANSCRIBED Interviews



Bottineau Field Park located in 2000 NE 2nd St, Minneapolis, MN 55418 section 8 low income-to moderate housing in North-Northeast Minneapolis, I lived across the 
park and REC center for 16 years and I saw it go through two revisions,and its implementation of Its patchwork architecture, volley ball court and skate-park.Its change 
of playgound matieral from wood to metal, looking back I realize, it’s lack of maintenance and essential things that make a community more active, and connected and 
safe. Typologies I would like to tackle , environmental art/play compenent natural playground emphasizing children wayfinding and sensory, that could draw parents 

and children into the existing site, a community garden integrating public produce opportunities, and promote community gathering, and a shelter and ampetheatre for 
outside learning and gathering, that could be used for cultural/religouse spaces and activities.

NARRATIVE 



PROJECT GOALS & ELEMENTS
• PROPER GATHERING/SEATING SPACES 
Courtyards/ amphitheater or pavilion for events to take place in settings to have community gathering and outreach to happen, to further push the narra-

tive of teamwork and connection

• COMMUNITY GARDEN 

Recycled water for rain cistern in order to not only cut cost but to also have and active part of the community center to create produce for cheap

• NATURAL PLAYGROUND

Playground that is more interactive and safe for children that is better reflect  activities in the area play sets in mind built to mold with topography

• TEAM BUILDING PROGRAMS                              
• Basketball, soccer, softball are all sports built to built;d a sense of teamwork and friendship between players, so having them proper built into the site in 
orderly fashion would help immensely 

• Seasonal Modular Pond/Ice Rink
Sites lack of multi-seasonal use its easy to implement some sort of community and fun team building activity to happen such as ice skating. With remov-

ables walls during spring and winter.



Usage Analysis 
Calculating Space used through out the site
And how to better for the upcoming changes I will make



Usage Analysis 



Early Design Development Sketches



Early Design Development Sketches
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RECAP
Could a landscape teach you team building?

Are their positive effects to outside learning? Could landscaping design assist 

Can Landscape design strengthen community participation and team work? 

What are important features in a successful natural playground/park? Do real application of 

What would they community want to see?



QUESTIONS?


